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CITY COUNCIL 

CITY OF RICHMOND HEIGHTS 

MISSOURI 

 

REGULAR MEETING, August 21, 2017 

 

 

A Regular Meeting of the City Council of the City of Richmond Heights, Missouri 

was held on Monday, August 21, 2017 at 7:30 p.m. in the City Hall Council 

Chambers at 1330 S. Big Bend Boulevard. The meeting was opened with The Pledge 

of Allegiance. Present were Mayor Jim Thomson, Council Members Matt Casey, Dan 

Sebben, Joan Provaznik, Megan Moylan, Ed Notter, Reginald Finney and Rick 

Vilcek. Danny Hebenstreit was necessarily absent. Also present were Amy Hamilton, 

City Manager, and Ken Heinz, City Attorney. 

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

Police Department Life Saving Award 

 

Police Chief Doug Schaeffler presented Police Officer John Baumgartner the 

department’s Life Saving Award for his efforts in saving a victim by using CPR and 

other lifesaving techniques before the paramedics’ arrival on the scene. Chief 

Schaeffler stated the incident occurred on July 15, 2017 at the QuikTrip on Hanley 

Road. 

 

2017 Total Eclipse Event 

 

Mayor Thomson thanked the Parks & Recreation Department and the Library for 

sponsoring the Eclipse Event on Monday, August 21.  Mayor Thomson said the 

approximately 300 participants enjoyed the historic solar spectacle; thanks for 

providing the special eclipse glasses for viewing, snacks, and a telescope. Wonderful 

event! 

Chamber of Commerce 

 

Chamber of Commerce representative announced upcoming Chamber events, include 

music concerts, MRH Early Childhood Center September 6 Ribbon Cutting, and  

 

Mayor Thomson announced the upcoming Boogie on The Boulevard Concert on 

August 25. 

 

CITIZEN’S COMMENTS NO. 1 

 

Paul April-1100 Yale Avenue 

Kevin Boker-1033 Yale Avenue 

Doug Forguson-1116 Yale Avenue 
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The residents spoke to the Council reiterating their concerns about the consideration 

not to replace the Yale/Blendon gates.  The residents noted their signed petition from 

residents which had been presented to the council previously, confirmed that a great 

number of their neighborhood residents wanted to retain the gates for safety reasons.  

The speakers stated they did not feel the gates would be a precedent setting issue as 

they had been in place for many years previously. 

 

The residents stated they were skeptical about the Traffic Study presented to them; 

saying they did not understand the statistics provided and not accurate comparison to 

their street.  The residents stated they would consider alternatives to the gate-type 

application, suggesting a chain type barrier would be acceptable. The residents stated 

the uniqueness of the nearby neighborhood with its various types of businesses, a 

hospital and its employees and closeness to the highway leads to more traffic on their 

streets, often wrong way drivers and speeders. Residents stated they felt the traffic 

monitor unit was not in the right place and therefore missed some in the count 

numbers. 

 

Mayor Thomson stated that further comments could be made in the second Citizen 

Comments section later in the meeting. 

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

 

Regular Meeting 

August 7, 2017 

 

Mr. Casey moved, Mr. Finney seconded, a motion for the approval of the minutes of 

the Regular Meeting of August 7, 2017.  Carried unanimously. 

 

CITY MANAGER’S REPORT 

 

Clayton/Brentwood Boulevard Project Update 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated we would hear from a representative regarding the 

Clayton/Brentwood project and noted we would be on an update schedule of 

November, March and July forward which are the regularly scheduled updates. 

 

Conor Pandl, representative from the Mullenix Richmond Heights Redevelopment 

Corporation, gave a brief update on the Phase II portion of their project at Clayton 

Road/Brentwood Boulevard.  Mr. Pandl stated they are still engaged with their 

architect and about two weeks from working with Building Department on some 

zoning and parking concerns.  Mr. Pandl stated they are still in planning for a 200 

room branded hotel and by the November update, they are hoping to tell the exact 

franchise and the approval for that brand with more definite information at that time. 
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Yale/Blendon Traffic Gates 

 

Ms. Hamilton gave a brief update; stating council had received a petition regarding 

the neighborhood’s concerns about the gates and stated Staff had recently did another 

traffic analysis in April of this year to assess traffic patterns in that area.  Ms. 

Hamilton stated the gate, which had been damaged numerous times previously, was 

last damaged and removed after it was struck around the time of the Wise Avenue 

reconstruction. The area was left open during the construction period.  Ms. Hamilton 

stated Staff had heard from the neighborhood requesting the gates reappear since 

construction issues were over.  

 

Ms. Hamilton stated the recent traffic study showed speeding was not an issue, the 

number of trips per household were not an issue, but the thought remained that safety 

concerns were there with regard to the forcing of traffic to make a 90-degree turn  

into an alley-way that was not built for public traffic.  Ms. Hamilton stated that 

replacing the gates would mean the City would allow an unsafe condition to continue. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated the City had received estimates of $15,000-$20,000 to replace 

the gates and taking into consideration of the safety issues it was decided to not spend 

the money to put up something that would cause an unsafe condition. 

 

Mr. Sebben asked if the City had told the residents they would be reinstalling the 

gates. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated that in late 2015 the City had discussed putting the gates back up 

but Staff highly recommended that not be done for safety issues.  In 2016, when the 

cost to replace the gates was known, Staff again was concerned about spending the 

money to replace what would again become an unsafe condition and strongly advised 

against it. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated that when the gates are shut, and traffic is then asked to take a 

turn to the alley if they wish to get from Yale to Blendon.  Ms.  Hamilton stated  there 

is another alleyway that runs parallel to Yale & Blendon that people also go down.   

 

Mr. Casey asked if there are any other public roads that are gated in the City. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated, no. 

 

Ms. Moylan asked about households on the Collins & Commodore traffic count and if 

it is truly similar to the Yale/Blendon area and how the reasonable range was arrived 

at. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated that it is estimated that households can produce up to 8 trips per 

day and the study showed up to that amount in the study.   

 

Mr. Finney asked about a change in cost factor if a chain-type fence was considered 
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vs. the gates.  Mr. Finney asked if removing some of the barriers formerly used with 

the gates would that allow a larger turning radius for safety vehicles.  Mr. Finney 

thought the chain-type device could be taken down quickly in time of need for safety 

vehicles. 

 

Mr. Finney stated he had seen children playing in that area and understood some of 

the residents’ concerns regarding this issue and could see a less expensive form of 

barricade working. 

 

Ms. Provaznik asked if a half-barrier or half-curb bump out would discourage thru 

drivers and wrong way drivers. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated the conversation on other means of controlling that wrong way 

traffic is still under topic. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated that part of this area is in City of St. Louis and they stated they 

would not provide any snow plow or salting service to the area that is included in the 

gated area.  Ms. Hamilton stated that our City vehicles do provide that service and do 

struggle to get through that area with their plows.   Ms. Hamilton stated that while 

City of St. Louis safety responses would still happen, it is more difficult when gates 

are in place. 

 

Mr. Notter asked if that would be a liability if their safety vehicles could not respond 

to their citizens due to the gates. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated I am sure someone could sue us, and noted that they (City of St. 

Louis) agreed that the gates could slow down any emergency action by them and they 

would prefer the gates not be replaced. 

 

Mr. Vilcek asked if a gate was reinstalled, how would delivery trucks and emergency 

vehicles get through the barrier. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated they can get the key from Public Works facility.  In the past, as 

an example, the trash collectors would come for a key to unlock the gates as the 

driver was familiar with the route.  Ms. Hamilton stated she was not sure about every-

day delivery trucks making private deliveries. 

 

Mr. Vilcek stated that with today’s ability to order on line,  there are many more 

options to have home deliveries of all types of merchandise. 

 

Mr. Vilcek suggested perhaps rather than a gate, something more maneuverable to 

allow large vehicles to move in and out quickly. 

 

Mr. April stated one of the simplest solutions would be having sawhorses with the 

carabineer type chains which are easily released.  Mr. April stated professional 

delivery drivers would take advantage of this but would likely discourage ordinary 
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drivers. 

 

Mr. Vilcek the area has changed over the years; in the past you did not have the 

newest St. Mary’s garage, business types have changed and the need for traffic 

control for those reasons have changed. 

 

Mr. April agreed that the neighborhood has changed, but now have more retail 

businesses in the area, a movie theatre with two screens, etc. so it is still producing a 

lot of traffic in the area. 

 

Mr. Vilcek asked if the City has examined other types of barriers that would be 

convenient for locals. 

 

Mr. Notter said that he would not like emergency vehicles, despite their knowledge of 

what needed to be done, to have to stop to open the area to allow their truck to pass. 

 

Mr. Notter also brought up the issue of telling residents of other areas of the City that 

they could not have a barrier gate into their neighborhood just because they wanted 

one as well.  Mr. Notter said it would be hard to say no. 

 

Mr. Finney stated this is not really a precedent; this gate was there in place for 30 

years so we are restoring the limited access to the area that was there previously. 

 

Ms. Moylan stated she thought regular patrols could enforce the issues with the 

wrong-way drivers and doubts many of our streets get that many trips per household.  

Ms. Moylan has sympathy with the residents here tonight, but has heard from other 

Blendon residents who do not favor restoring the gates. 

 

Mr. Casey asked if a modification of the street to discourage cut-through traffic is an 

option. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated we could redo the entrance and make it more obvious that you 

should not go that way, making sure everyone knows it is a one-way street 

northbound if the gates do not go back. 

 

Mayor Thomson thanked everyone for their thoughtful input.  Mayor Thomson stated 

our Traffic Study Committee and the City of St. Louis stated they had no interest in 

seeing the gates go back up.  Mayor Thomson stated the Fire Department does not 

wish the gates to go up and homes on the west side that are City of St. Louis residents 

have difficulties with trash collection. 

 

Mayor Thomson stated there seems to be two alternatives; install a simpler style of 

blocking the street or to replace the gates and turn a public street into a private street.  

Mayor Thomson stated we have to think about the safety of those people the City has 

to serve. 
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Mayor Thomson said there would be a need for a motion and a second and call for a 

vote to restore the gates since this is using public funds.  Or, council could take more 

time to look at alternatives to the gates, and hear more discussion. 

 

Mr. Vilcek suggested having the gates open at certain times and closed at others. 

 

Mr. Notter asked who would maintain the opening and closing. 

 

Mr. Vilcek stated it should be the City’s responsibility to maintain the openings for 

the pickup of trash and deliveries, suggesting residents should schedule their pickups 

for a certain time.  Public Works could do this. 

 

Mayor Thomson asked then who would do this on Saturday or Sunday. 

 

Mr. Finney asked the opinion of the fire chief and police chief about a chain across 

the street that would be easy to remove when needed. 

 

Both Chief Schaeffer and Chief Carmen stated a chain is still a restriction, would take 

time out for any emergency response and consider the gates to be a bad idea for that 

reason.  Chief Carmen also stated it was hard for the fire truck to negotiate the 

alleyway and is a hazard to the truck. 

 

Mr. Boyd, Public Works Director stated another issue is that the codebook Manual 

for Uniform Traffic Control Devices, which sets public and professional awareness of 

the principles of safe traffic control devices, does not allow chains to be road blocks 

because they are not visible at nighttime and should not be used to close down streets 

at night.  Mr. Boyd also said chains are not allowed for closing down a street in 

permanent fashion.  Mr. Boyd said that saw horses fail in high winds, are easily 

knocked over and are not a stable tool to use in this case.  Weekend issues when 

public works employees are not around are problematic as well. 

 

Mr. Boyd stated changing curb lines could work but access would still have to be 

made to the St. Mary’s power station. 

 

Ms. Moylan asked should the gates not be replaced, could the City get Yale on a 

regular rotation for several weeks by police to observe the wrong way drivers, saying 

knowledge of regular patrols could be a deterrent.  

 

Chief Schaeffler stated we do place officers periodically on all streets in the City but 

we certainly could pay particular attention to that area. 

 

Mayor Thomson stated he would like a motion by council to authorize that the City to 

spend no more than $15,000 for the replacement gates. 

 

Mr. Vilcek asked that we delay the motion until we hear further comments from Mr. 

Gurney who delayed his remarks until he heard Ms. Hamilton’s report and the council 
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discussion. 

 

It was agreed that Citizen’s Comments No. 2 be moved ahead. 

 

CITIZEN’S COMMENTS NO. 2  

 

Ken Gurney-1107 Yale Avenue-stated he was not aware of any damage to the gate 

prior to construction traffic during the Wise Avenue re-do.  Mr. Gurney stated that he 

feels there is a lot of traffic through his neighborhood and feels the residents want to 

see Yale to be a dead end. 

 

Mr. Gurney disputed that emergency services could not get to the neighborhood due 

to the gates and stated for 30 years there has not seemed to be that problem.  Mr. 

Gurney asked if there was documentation showing any recorded incidents where 

emergency vehicles were not able to respond. 

 

Mr. Gurney stated he feels that most traffic that uses their street as a cut-through are 

not Richmond Heights residents.  Mr. Gurney stated he thinks there needs to be 

something that will stop this traffic situation and does not feel this will be a precedent 

that will lead to other requests for city streets to be blocked off.  Mr. Gurney added 

that he does not feel City of St. Louis will no longer pick up their residents’ trash; 

they have been doing so for years. 

 

Kevin Boker-1033 Yale Avenue-stated he felt the chains could be made more visible 

by hanging signs on the chains.  Mr. Boker stated he would like to see evidence of 

any damage that has been done to city vehicles due to the gates being up.  Mr. Boker 

stated he understood the Police Chief’s issue and his concern of access, but feels there 

could be a feasible solution.  Mr. Boker said he has not seen statistics over all the 

years that confirm emergency situations were hindered by the gates. 

 

Paul April-1100 Yale Avenue-stated he did not feel Commodore statistics were a 

fair comparison to Yale.  Mr. April stated he has lived on four different streets over 

his many years of Richmond Heights’ residency and feels Yale traffic does not 

compare to any others he has been associated with. 

 

Mr. April stated he understands that other neighborhoods could come with their own 

concerns about traffic but feels the City should consider each case individually at 

their own merit. Mr. April stated he feels the City should evaluate the situation and 

agree that this neighborhood does need a gate or something similar to mitigate the 

traffic concerns.  Mr. April stated he appreciated both his neighbors’ comments and 

the Council’s open discussion of this issue. 

 

Doug Forguson-1116 Yale Avenue-stated he understand the reason the gates were 

initially installed was due to an accident involving a child.  Mr. Forguson stated that 

if the gates were not replaced, primarily due to the hindrance to emergency vehicles, 

opening the street to through traffic will actually acerbate the threat of injury to 
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neighborhood children and could be a liability to the City.  Mr. Forguson stated he 

has not seen evidence that the gates have caused problems with emergency response. 

 

Mayor Thomson stated we have listened and discuss the issue and feels it is time for a 

decision to be made to conclude this issue. 

 

Mr. Finney motioned to consider restoring the limited access that was once provided 

to Yale and Blendon. limiting the spending to $15,000, and proceed with a device that 

meets criteria; i.e. chain device with signs that say “do not enter”. 

 

Mayor Thomson stated a chain that is of permanent nature should not be authorized, 

as quoted by our Public Works director. 

 

Mr. Vilcek suggested opening the chains at certain hours only. 

 

Mr. Notter stated if chains are illegal in general, then is it still illegal if they are only 

up the other part of the day. 

 

Mr. Vilcek stated this type usage is not “permanent use” in his opinion.   

 

Mr. Finney withdrew his motion. 

 

Mayor Thomson stated we could put off this decision until our council meeting 

scheduled on September 18 to allow more time to research alternate uses that could 

be considered. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated we know that Staff could present a number of things as options 

but still do not recommend putting the barrier back up.   

 

Mr. Finney stated his idea is to create something that allows easy access but at the 

same time serves a compromise to aid in the traffic situation.  Mr. Finney stated he 

would like to visually see some examples that would give the residents what they 

need while letting emergency services do their job safely. 

 

Mayor Thomson stated we will postpone a decision tonight but the next motion will 

be to not restore the gates.  If no motion is made, the gates will not be replaced.  If 

there is a motion, it will need a second and a vote. 

 

Ms. Moylan stated she felt the wrong-way drivers’ situation can be taken care of with 

policing, but asked if there are some suggestions to enforce the no-cut through traffic 

via signage like “local traffic only” or other means. 

 

Mr. Notter stated there is difficulty in making something “local traffic only”.   

 

Further discussion was laid over to the meeting of September 18. 
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Liquor License petition 

Del Pietro’s Restaurant-1059 S. Big Bend Blvd. 

 

Ms. Hamilton stated the City had received a request for a liquor license at 1059 S. Big 

Bend for the Del Pietro’s restaurant and asked for a motion to approve their request. 

 

Mr. Casey moved, Mr. Finney seconded, a motion to approve the request for a liquor 

license for Del Pietro’s Restaurant at 1059 S. Big Bend Boulevard.  Carried 

unanimously. 

 

CITY ATTORNEY’S REPORT 

 

None. 

 

BILLS PREVIOUSLY INTRODUCED 

 

None. 

 

INTRODUCTION OF NEW BILLS 

 

None. 

 

RESOLUTIONS 

 

None. 

 

CITIZEN’S COMMENTS NO. 2 

 

Heard previously. 

 

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS 

 

Mayor Thomson announced the First Church of God would be celebrating their 90
th

 

year anniversary and a proclamation is to be presented to them on Sunday, August 27, 

2017.  Mayor asked if any council members would care to make the presentation and 

to let the City Clerk know. 

 

Closed session 

 

At approximately 8:50.m., Mr. Casey, Mr. Finney seconded, a motion to hold a 

closed meeting with closed record and closed voting pursuant to Subsections (1), and 

(2), of Section 610.021, RSMo., 2010, in order to discuss in order to discuss legal 

actions, causes of legal action or litigation involving a public governmental body, and 

any confidential or privileged communications between a public governmental body 

or its representatives and its attorneys,    AYES:  Mr. Finney, Mr. Sebben, Ms. 
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Moylan, Mr. Notter, Ms. Provaznik, Mr. Casey, Mr. Vilcek and Mayor Thomson. 

NAYS:  None. 

  

Mayor Thomson stated the Council would adjourn to closed session and would retire 

the meeting to the Mayor’s office. 

 

At approximately 9:47 p.m., Council returned to open session in the Council 

Chambers. 

 

Adjournment 

 

At approximately 9:48 p.m., with no further business to come before the meeting, Mr. 

Casey moved, Mr. Finney seconded, to adjourn. Carried unanimously. 

 

Mayor Thomson declared the meeting, adjourned. 

 

 

___________________________ 

       PATRICIA S. VILLMER 

       DEPUTY CITY CLERK 

 

 

_____________________ 

APPROVAL: 
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